
Similar products
Product Description

Cement/concrete candle jars are flexable for different shapes sizes, such as round, square, irregular,
apple shape, pillar, flower shapes and so on.
Customized shapes and size are available as well.
Everyone is the unique one because of the nature formation of bubble traces.
Cement/concrete candle jar handicraft shows a simple, nature and healthy modern philosophy of life.
Use concrete as a carrier to explore the form of nature, leaving the noisy crowd and back to the
heart of the plain and quiet.

Title Fresh organge color glass unique bulk  candle jars
Material Glass
Item No. SGJD20041803

Sizes

Top dia: 110mm
Bottom dia: 100mm
Height: 80mm
Weight: 363g
Capacity: 490ml

Packing ways
1. safety packing
2. inner box packing( color/white/brown/gift packing)
3. individual/se packing
4. customized packing

Accessoires Scented candle, wicks, lids, silicon, candle slipper etc.

Quality

1. We're in the glassware products field for more than 24 years experience
2. We have compeletely production system
3. Experienced production workers, sales, after services etc.
4. QC team over 10 staffs inspect the products from raw material to packing step by
step comprehensively and strictly, the inspection meet the AQL standard.

How to order

1. Sending us the item no./photo that you are interested in.
2. Clarifying your requirements: size, color, shape, packing, order quantity, delivery
date.
3. We send you quatation accordingly for analysis.
4. Sample request if necessary, then sample making and sending.
5. Order placing, then P/I will be sent shortly.
6. Paying us deposit.
7. Mass production, space of vessel/plane booking
8. Deliver goods onto board (balance has been paid before shipment if it is
transported by air).
9. Sending you copy of B/L by email, then please pay us balance in time.
10. Sending you original B/L by express or telex release B/L to you.
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Packing & Delivery

Packing Details  : 

1. normal safety packing 24pcs/export carton by egg divider



2. white/brown/color box packing
3. luxury gift box packing
4. individual/set packing
5. shrink packing
6. pallet packing
7. customized packing with logo or patterns

Delivery Details : Regularly 35-55 days
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Big boss chat with customers

During the trade show, our big boss will come to and

have a nice chat with customers.

Customers are selecting products

We have more than 4,000 styles products in different shapes and sizes for your selections.

Also welcome your own designs.



Group photo with customers

It's a very happy thing to take photo with customers,

also shows our sincerety.

FAQ




